The universal cognitive user interface (UCUI) enables intelligent and intuitive control of devices via various communication channels, such as speech, gestures or touch.

**Self-learning system fulfills highest requirements regarding data protection**

The Fraunhofer IKTS system learns the individual user behavior and has the advantage that it requires neither an internet connection nor a wireless network to operate. Data are only stored on the device and are not transferred to external servers or a cloud of third-party providers, which guarantees absolute data security. A connection to other UCUI devices is possible only via an encrypted wireless network.

The implemented behavior control is based on feature-value relations and is, therefore, capable of handling the meanings of user input from different sources and in different ways, identifying missing information and computing queries to the user. This allows even utterances or inputs without direct meaning to be interpreted correctly.

**Manifold potential applications for human-machine or human-computer interaction**

The system is interesting for many applications: not only in industrial practice, but also in private environments (smart home) or for medical applications (for instance, voice control for operating devices during surgery).

It can be used to operate any device thanks to a standardized interface. Figure 1 shows an application for heating control systems. The system is able to adjust the heating with minimal effort, adapting perfectly to user requirements merely through user interaction and by learning user behavior.

Fraunhofer IKTS has developed the hardware (Figure 2) and algorithms for speech recognition and synthesis, which were implemented in digital signal processors (DSP) and field programmable gate arrays (FPGA).
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1. Example: Demonstrator for a heating control system.
2. Printed circuit board for the cognitive user interface.